Are YOU interested in PLAYING GOLF ?

We are a group of mostly AIS mothers, not excluding fathers, of course J, who play golf every week during
the local golf season, apart from AIS summer vacation.
As expectations are sometimes different and shouldn’t be disappointed when joining a group here is

what we offer:
We play for the sake of having fun and enjoying the time together rather than for a competitive attitude.
Our level is mostly intermediate to advanced intermediate players, however, advanced beginners and
better players than we are also most welcome to join.
We usually play 9 holes Tuesday mornings at Spillern, which is only a good 30 minutes drive away from
the north-west of Vienna (like AIS). Occasionally we play at another club and/or 18 holes, once or twice a
year some go on an overnight golf trip together.
Fall season typically starts the week after school starts and lasts as long as the weather gods allow (around
mid November), spring season’s start also depends on the weather, late March on average, and runs until
school is out (mid June). However, some ladies continue playing together more or less throughout the
summer.
The club at Spillern offers us a special rate on their fees. If you join we’ll give them your names and the
special rate will apply.

What you would have?
Primarily the wish to enjoy some fun golfing time together and eventually become a regular member of the
group (this is important to us). You should have a handicap of at least 45 (to play on all the courses we go
to) and ideally a membership at a golf club somewhere.
If you haven’t played for some time but want to restart – you could take some lessons with the pro at
Spillern while we are playing, and join us as soon as you feel confident again.
Not sure yet, but you would like to give it a try? No problem – join us once and find out whether you like
to join our group.
Should you be interested, please sign up (including your e-mail address and phone number) or let the
members of the Newcomers’ Committee know. We’ll get in touch with you as soon as possible.
Sabrina Pregnolato – spregnolato@mac.com
(Mother of Costy, 12th grade, and Carlotta, AIS alumna)
Judith Buhl - judith.buhl@aon.at
(Mother of Christina and Berenike, AIS alumnae)

